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Abstract. Previous research has shown that visual stimuli with high spatial frequency are 
associated with audio stimuli with high temporal frequency (Evans and Treisman, 2010). 
These effects have not been tested for sounds from natural languages, despite some 
estimates suggesting that as many as 70% of the world’s languages employ pitch as a 
contrastive speech feature (Yip, 2002). We recorded linguistic sounds representing /i/ (the 
vowel in ‘feet’) and /u/ (the vowel in ‘shoe’) in the four lexical tones of Mandarin Chinese, and 
tested the mapping to objects with different spatial frequency characteristics, in two groups of 
participants: Naïve listeners, who were unfamiliar with the tonal language, and speakers of 
Mandarin Chinese (bilinguals dominant in Chinese). For naïve listeners, we replicated the 
association between spatial frequency and pitch: participants chose sounds with higher-
pitched onsets for higher spatial frequency images (p=.001), whereas they chose sounds 
with lower-pitched onsets for lower spatial frequency images (p=.004). By contrast, Chinese 
speakers responded differently: They matched sounds with abruptly changing pitch (Tone 4) 
with high spatial frequency images (p=.004) and sounds with stable pitch (Tone 1) with low 
spatial frequency images (p=.004). Thus, while the association between spatial and temporal 
frequency in the naive group depends more on absolute temporal frequency (as predicted by 
theories of spatio-temporal coding), the association between spatial and temporal frequency 
in the Mandarin Chinese group is determined by the the dynamic pitch change of the tones – 
an important feature of Mandarin Chinese tone discrimination. The findings align with the 
Pitch Change hypothesis previously described by Shang & Styles (2014), but only for people 
whose dominant language involves monitoring the dynamics of pitch.  
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